Determination of anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies in small vessel vasculitis: Comparative analysis of different strategies.
Anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCA) are associated with primary small vessel vasculitis (SVV). Proteinase-3 (PR3)-ANCA are primarily associated with Wegener granulomatosis, whereas myeloperoxidase (MPO)-ANCA are primarily associated with microscopic polyangiitis (MPA) and vasculitic Churg-Strauss syndrome. We evaluated whether a strategy that is based on screening with ELISA or fluoroenzymeimmunoassay (FEIA) is an accurate alternative to screening with indirect immunofluorescence (IIF). C-ANCA and P-ANCA were determined by IIF and PR3-ANCA and MPO-ANCA were determined by ELISA (Inova) or FEIA (Phadia) on 326 patients (38 with newly diagnosed SVV and 288 diseased controls). Specificity and positive likelihood ratios were higher for ELISA and FEIA than for IIF. Post-test probability for SVV of a positive test result was higher for ELISA and FEIA than for IIF. Decision tree analysis in which several testing strategies were compared revealed that a testing strategy that is based on screening with ELISA or FEIA had an expected clinical utility that was comparable to screening with IIF and confirming with ELISA or FEIA. The highest expected clinical utility was found when both IIF and ELISA or FEIA were performed on all samples. A strategy based on screening for ANCA with ELISA or FEIA (without prior IIF) is a valuable alternative to screening with IIF and confirming with ELISA or FEIA.